Δ denotes set spike & washer tag "L5 3419"
in fin. surface & 12" I.P.
tag "L5 3419" in subgrade
• denotes set lead stake
\( \triangle \) denotes set spike \( 5' \) washer tag "LS 3419"

in t.i.n. surface. "1/2" I.P.
tag "LS 3419" in subgrade

* denotes set lead stock
\( \triangle \) denotes set spikes: washer tag "LS 3419" in fn. surface w/1/2" I.P. tag "LS 3419" in subgrade.

- denotes set lead & tack
Δ denotes set spike 8" washer tag 25.3419' in finish surface +1/8" P tag 25.3419' in subgrade.

△ denotes set lead 8" took.
Set lead stake

See page 5

Set 1" I.P. tag LS 34/19

Set spike & washer tag LS 34/19 in tin surface w/ 1/8" I.P. tag LS 34/19 set in subgrade.

Set 1" I.P. tag LS 34/19

Denotes set near inconc. footing of iron post.